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Abstract 
Genetic algorithms applied to structural damage detection have broad application prospects. Based on the traditional 
genetic algorithms, this paper conducts the improvement research of the objective function with the incorporation of 
multi-objective function optimization. On the basis of three typical structural damage scenarios, we took a 
comprehensive study using different multi-objective function of the genetic algorithm from the standpoint of both 
convergence speed and accuracy. Data analysis obtained the corresponding optimal portfolio of weight coefficient in 
three typical scenarios, further fitted a universal formula for the weight coefficient value choice (WCCF). And an 
example to demonstrate the reliability of the formula is provided, which is supposed to provide more reference for 
quadratic optimization based on preliminary analysis for practical application. 
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1. Introduction
Genetic algorithms, one of the optimization algorithms based on artificial intelligence, have been
extensively developed for structural damage detection. These algorithms have much stronger global 
optimization performance than traditional algorithms based on gradient. Structural damage detection can 
make a contribution to helping eliminate hidden dangers, avoiding catastrophic accidents, prolonging the 
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life of structure. Comparing with traditional algorithms, genetic algorithms can calculate the values of 
objective function without the requirement for the continuity of the objective function, and gradient 
information is not necessary. Besides, parallel clues in searching process make it not only avoid falling 
into local minima, but also more efficient and effective. 
 
Rational selection of the objective function of genetic algorithms exerts a critical influence on 
performance of the algorithms, which attracts wide attention of scholars around the world. In 1975, 
Holland first proposed genetic algorithm, establishing the initial standard genetic algorithm whose 
objective function was completely based on natural frequencies(Holland [1]).Then mode shapes began 
another parameter commonly used as damage indicators via Modal Assurance Criterion MAC(Ewins [2]), 
and some derivatives like flexibility coefficient were introduced into objective function(Pandey and 
Biswas [3]). After that in 1996, Lemaitre made expression of objective function much more explicit by 
utilizing the strain energy principle and eigenvalue equations(Lemaitre and Lippmann [4]).In 
1997,Salawu proposed improved objective function via natural frequencies with his damage detection 
experiments(Salawu [5]). Lately in 2006, Ricardo Perera and Ronald Torres put forward the Modified 
Total Modal Assurance Criterion MTMAC by joining the effect of natural frequency on performance of 
objective function, so that the global optimization performance was improved(Perera and Torres [6]). In 
parallel with the progress of single objective function, interest has grown considerably in developing so-
called multi-objective function. In 2001, Chinese scholar Yi and Liu began to do some research in the 
application of multi-objective function through the combination of two single objective functions 
established on different dynamic parameters(Yi and Liu [7]). 
 
Further, a lot of scholars have tried to make better use of multi-objective function in structural damage 
detection via the selection of different high performance single objective function. However, previous 
research are accustomed to assume Weight Ratio WR = 1 to calculate when the weight between mode 
shapes and natural frequencies was unknown in most cases(Yin, Zhu et al.[8]). As a result, the research 
on the law of weight coefficient is omitting. This paper presents a methodology of probability traversal 
based on the changes in the weight coefficients of different single objective function.  Then we are 
intended to analyze three typical damage scenarios of simulated beam model, and further fit a universal 
formula for the weight coefficient values, which is supposed to provide more reference for the choice of 
multi-objective function in quadratic optimization based on preliminary analysis for practical application. 
2. Multi-objective Function 
When the system has only one object for optimization, it is called single objective optimization 
problem. However, practical engineering system is usually considered to be so complicated that 
requirement for one object is not comprehensive enough, instead two or even more objects are 
needed(Qin and Kang [9]).Therefore, the so-called multi-objective function of genetic algorithms, which 
has incorporate advantages of different dynamic parameters, invites many scholars in recent years. 
 
This paper conducts the research on the basis of natural frequencies and mode shapes, which are two 
dynamic parameters most commonly used as damage indicators, and the statement of multi-objective 
function is 
  
 (1) 1 1 2 2 = C F +C FmF
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where 1F and 2F are different single objective functions based on natural frequencies and mode shapes, 
respectively; 1C and 2C  are weight coefficients corresponding to different single objective functions, 
respectively. 
 
1F  is the objective function established on natural frequencies, it can be formulated as 
 
(2) 
where aiO  and eiO are analytical and experimental square of i th frequency, respectively. In this paper, 
eiO  is obtained from the dynamics simulation based on finite element model, while aiO  is the analytical 
result of genetic algorithm optimization. Natural frequency is more sensitive to the scenario where only 
single or few points are damaged in adverse process of dynamic analysis, so 1F is relatively more suitable 
for dealing with simple damaged scenario. 
 
And 2F is the objective function established on mode shapes, it can be described as 
 
(3) 
the Modal Assurance Criterion MAC is defined as 
 
 (4) 
MAC determines the correlation between the i th experimental mode shape eiI  and the i th analytical 
mode shape aiI . If the correlated mode shapes approximate to each other, the value of MAC will be next 
to 1, so that 2F  can be minimized to 0. And mode shape is quite sensitive to the scenario where 
widespread damage happens in adverse process of dynamic analysis, so 2F has prominent convergence 
speed and accuracy in dealing with uniform damage scenario. 
3. Numerical Simulation Study 
A numerical simulation performed by MATLAB software was used to obtain the experimental 
dynamic data in this paper. To this end, a simply supported concrete beam with length of L=6m and 
rectangular cross section b*h=0.25m*0.2m was selected. The beam was equally divided into 15 beam 
elements, and a Young’s modulus E of 32GPa together with a density of 2500 kg/m3is assumed. 
 
Typically, three different damage scenarios were taken into consideration: a simple damage scenario 
(scenario1), a multiple damage scenario (scenario2), and a uniform damage scenario (scenario3). 
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Fig.1 Three typical damage scenarios used for simulation 
The simple damage scenario simulates the practical situation that only single point damage caused by 
constant concentrated load or impact load exists in structural damage. In contrast, the uniform damage 
scenario simulates the actual projects that bear uniformly distributed load or be lack of durability. Besides 
two extreme scenarios, multiple damage scenarios are more common with different damage percentages 
correlated to complicated load distribution. 
 
The algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB with the following analysis parameter: probability 
of crossover =0.8; probability of mutation=0.05; population size=100, maximum number of 
generations=100. And 15 unknown parameters with the range between 0 and 1 are to be identified using 
genetic algorithm as we divided the beam into 15 elements. All these unknown parameters represent the 
proportion of analytical Young’s modulus of each element to that of healthy model so that we can identify 
where the damage happened and how serious it is. 
4. Analysis Result 
This paper introduces the idea of probability traversal, assuming the sum of two weight coefficients 
equate to 1 ( 1C + 2C =1). Then we make the weight coefficients change with the increment of 0.1, namely 
in turn to analyze 11 cases in each scenario, for a total of 33 cases analyzing data. From the standpoint of 
both convergence speed and accuracy, data analysis can acquire the corresponding optimal portfolio of 
weight coefficients in all scenarios. 
4.1. Convergence speed 
Convergence speed is an important index of objective function performance indicators. Because of the 
global optimization process of genetic algorithm, the probability search applied to large structural damage 
detection need to fully consider the computation efficiency of the algorithm. The objective factor mainly 
contains the complexity of structure and the number of variables, and the subjective factor mainly derives 
from the convergence performance of objective function. It indicates that choosing the optimal portfolio 
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of weight coefficients according to specific damage scenario can comparably improve efficiency in 
structural damage detection. 
 
Time ratios are computed for the different cases with the respect to that of first case when C2=0 in 
scenario1.The evaluation of convergence time manifests that 1F  has relative advantage in the scenarios 
where only single point is damaged (scenario1). And 2F  has excellent performance in the scenarios where 
uniform damage happen (scenario3).Lastly, 1F  and 2F performed more closely when it comes to the 
multiple damage scenarios (scenario2), what brings about some uncertain vibration as a result. 
4.2. Convergence accuracy 
Convergence accuracy is another important index of objective function performance indicators. To 
avoid the misleading caused by the order of magnitude of objective function value, a further analysis 
based on the variance of each calculation result is taken into consideration to evaluate the multi-objective 
function optimization precision with different weight coefficients. 
 
Variance ratios are computed for the different cases with the respect to that of last case when C2=1 in 
scenario1. The evaluation of variance indicates the similar result to that of convergence time, namely 1F  
has relative advantage in scenario1 according to the optimal proportion is (C1:C2=0.7:0.3). And 2F  has 
excellent performance in scenario3 due to its corresponding optimal proportion is (C1:C2=0.1:0.9). 
Fig.2 (a) Convergence time ratio for weight coefficient portfolio;  (b) Variance ratio for weight coefficient portfolio 
To sum up, considering convergence speed and accuracy at the same time, namely analyzing Time 
ratio (TR) and Variance ratio (VR) together, we define Performance Index to evaluate the comprehensive 
performance: 
PI=(TR+VR)/2  (5) 
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Faster the convergence speed, smaller the TR; and more precise the convergence accuracy, smaller the 
VR. So the optimal portfolio corresponding to different scenarios can be obtained via the smallest PI. 
Fig.3 Performance Index for weight coefficient portfolio 
In this evaluation system, the optimal proportion is (C1:C2=0.7:0.3) for scenario1, (C1:C2=0.6:0.4) for 
scenario2, and (C1:C2=0:1) for scenario3. 
 
Data analysis obtains the corresponding optimal portfolio of weight coefficients in three typical 
scenarios, further fits a universal formula for the weight coefficient value choice. According to Least 
Square, the universal formula for weight coefficient value choice (WCCF) can be performed as 
C1˖C2=(-0.75p+0.75): (0.75p+0.25)  (6) 
In Equation (6), p is the notable damage percentage of whole structure. Notable damage is defined as 
the part where Young’s modulus E is more than 5% reduction, because preliminary analysis with 
effective single objective function can control the error under 5%. 
 
An example has been performed to evaluate the reliability of the formula, which scattered 6 elements 
with different degree of E reduction to the simulated beam model as before. 
Fig.4 Damage scenario used for example testing 
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According to the WCCF, p=6/15=0.4 in this example, so that (C1˖C2) = (-0.75p+0.75): (0.75p+0.25) 
= (0.45˖0.55). Reduplicating the analysis as three typical scenarios and comparing the data with that 
corresponding to the suggested optimal portfolio (C1:C2) = (0.45:0.55), the result demonstrates the 
reliability of the WCCF proposed in this paper. 
5. Conclusions 
Through the numerical simulation study, the relative degree of two single objective functions’ 
advantages in solving different damage scenarios is presented. 
x The evaluation of convergence speed and accuracy demonstrates that 1F  has relative advantage in the 
scenarios where only single point is damaged (scenario1). While 2F  has prominent performance in the 
scenarios where uniform damage happens (scenario3). And they performed more closely with respect 
to the more commonly multiple damage scenarios (scenario2), which really require a quadratic 
optimization for the complex condition in practical engineering. 
x This paper fits a universal formula for the weight coefficient values (WCCF), which is supposed to 
provide more reference for the choice of multi-objective function in quadratic optimization based on 
preliminary analysis for practical application. 
x Further, the proposed approach can be extended by supplementing the preliminary analysis process, in 
which the notable damage percentage p of whole structure should be defined more theoretically and 
accurately and can be obtained more effectively and precisely. 
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